Short Report
Donut-shape to open for all direction
We propose a dead-end-free donut-shaped reinforced concrete shelter. Like a primitive “tila”, our concrete shelter is surrounded by
embankment with raised earth, which resists against high waves up to +4.0m above sea level and where maximum number of people
take their livestock to refuge. Thanks for the topography of the site, the double donut-shaped shelter assures to take refuge into it
from all direction through steps connecting the embankment.

Roof Refuge
Tsunami experience taught Japanese people are afraid of high waves in that they cannot predict how far the waves rise above sea
level. For this matter, roof refuge responds to physical and psychological demands of people who try to escape from cyclone.

Tila during Rainy Season
On top of the tila, the pavement is covered by brick chip for consistency of its surface during rainy season. Drainage scheme is needed
to discharge rainwater from the tila by pipes and control valves into the pond nearby.

Tila as Landscape for Kids’ Play land
In our proposal, the tila as embankment serves as kids’ play lands. We spread earth to plant flowers and vegetation, whose roots
reinforce the durability of embankment. Playground equipments are added through annual work camp organized by SCI.

Physical Security with a Sense of Closeness
When it comes to tidal waves, a determination to escape to a physically secured shelter is indispensable for refugees. In fact, the
Tōhoku earthquake in 2011 showed people facing tsunami struggled to take refuge in the local shelters which they had frequently
visited before the catastrophe.

Towards the SCI’s Shelter with the hospitality
After the fruitful journey organized by SCI’s members for this important competition, we are strongly determined to build the
shelter which represents SCI’s hospitality to accommodate local daily lives and to promote a culture of peace at Rangabali District
in an intimate atmosphere. Exploring a more secure, efficient and comfortable shelter for refugees than existing ones, we realize the
sustainable secured place which expresses a sense of closeness. It is to be built by the locals and international volunteers.
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Place for Neighbors
Terrace Facing the Canal
Existing shelters in this country do not function as meeting place in daily life: as protective measurements, they often concentrate
merely on their physical rigidness, neglecting welcoming atmosphere. As local tea shops serve as meeting place, we propose to set
a terrace facing the street on the north of the site to provide a casual gathering space. In our proposal, people come to the terrace
to enjoy their morning tea, chatting with neighbors and saying hello to passers-by walking down the street. The terrace produces a
sense of closeness in people’s mind to the new shelter.

Female-Friendly Information Board
The district has not had information center for local habitants. In our proposal, an access-free information board is set on the wall for
the locals to get news easily, like BBS on the web. We are to research through workshops if they need gender separation of this info
board.

Alpona Wall Painting
The shelter itself should be a cultural center, specially in the South Barisal District which will not have their own museums in near
future. In this context, we propose local people paint Alpona or the patterns like Mehndi (painting for hands and feet) on the wall
through workshops. They join together to choose beautiful patterns and to paint them on the wall. At the heart of the donut-shaped
shelter, they climb up stepladders to paint the wall easily.

Orange Wall: Complementary Color to Green
In case of storm, visibility becomes so bad. We propose to paint exterior wall of the shelter in orange, complementary color to vegetal
green. The locals like vivid colors like orange for their daily clothing. We are to investigate the preference of the locals to color tone
through workshops.

Daily Welfare for All
4 classrooms, a teachers’ room and a medical center are set on the first floor. On the ground floor, partitions can be inserted between
piers of the pilotis to add 2 classrooms (each room serves as meeting place for women or men).
In the medical center, women and men are treated in the separated but connected offices. When patients are received outside the
center, they can wait in an adjoining verandah.

Solar Energy
Besides Grameen Shakti Photovoltaic panels, a skylight is set at the center of the ceiling in each classroom to introduce natural light
to keep brightness even during rainy season. Due to its height, the chimney-like skylight illuminates the classroom with gentile light,
avoiding direct sunlight (skylight provides triple amount of illumination from a window on the wall). The skylight also functions as
the exhaust pipe for natural ventilation which emits heat storage and radiant heat in concrete walls.
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Well Protection and Rainwater Harvesting
The existing tube well within the site keeps local lifeline. We propose the protection of the well so that the locals can use it for
everyday life, even in case of cyclone as well as for shelter construction. Toilets on the ground floor are set near the existing well.
Rainwater storage tank is put between the upper slab of the toilettes on the ground floor and one of the first floor. During rainy season,
the tank collects rainwater for household water consumption and flushing toilets.

Making the Shelter with the Locals and Volunteers
Exposed to monsoon and typhoon climate, Japanese people also formed traditional wooden storm shutter and latched shutter which
have been applied to modern technology. During the journey organized by SCI’s members, we found a lot of timber around. The locals
and Japanese cooperate to exchange each knowhow to create a new wooden storm shutter made of local materials, instead of steel
one. Volunteers of different backgrounds help to assemble them at work camps. We hope the new hand-made shutter can be produced
by local people and widely used in local housing.

Constructing Embankment by the Locals and Volunteers
Silt (clay) bags are piled up to build local embankment. To recycle used cement bags all over Bangladesh improves local constructing
method: we fill the cement bags with silt and fix them up with barbed wires inserted between piled bags for earthquake proof. The
reinforced structure of the tila protects the shelter from high waves. We hope that this construction method is firmly established in all
South Barisal Distric

Fundraising
I’m going to show our proposal for the Cyclone Shelter Project in Bangladesh in my personal exhibition at Prismic Gallery, Tokyo,
19.08.2011 – 19.09.2011. Taking this occasion, I will call for the donation which I will send to SCI for the construction of the shelter.
Main purpose of the project is international knowledge exchange for the recovery from natural disaster.

Research Grant
I will apply for a research grant of the Union Foundation for Ergodesign Culture in October 2011. This grant, about 1 000 000 yens
par year, can help activities of our Laboratory's students in Osaka in order to collaborate with local people to create the wooden
shutter and kids land furniture in work camp organized by SCI from May 2012.
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